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Abstract

to derive lightning flash rates and polarity changes as storms
evolve. Numerous studies examined how these flash rate and
polarity changes relate to the occurrence of severe weather.
Turman and Tettelbach (1980) used lightning flashes recorded
~rom sa~el.li~e imagery to investigate lightning flash frequency
111 the vicimty of and around the time of tornado touchdown .
Williams et al. (1989) identified a well-defined peak in the CG
flash rate derived from ground sensor data for a particular cell
associated with microburst and maximum thunderstorm outflow
?ccurrenc~. ~iller (1.991) id.entified well-defined flash rate puls111g and sIgmficant Jumps 111 rates within one-hour of severe
weather occurrences in three case studies of severe convective
storms. Such pulsing was also identified by Kane (1991) in a
case stU?y of a s~vere weather event in New York. He reported
a sharp 111crease 111 flash rates just prior to the reports of severe
weather. Changnon (1992) identified a correlation between flash
rat.es and ha.il occurrences, with peaks in flash rates just before
haIl began 111 48 cases studied. Seimon (1993) reported that
flash production and polarity appeared to be associated with
different phases of the convective system ' s evolution which
produced the Plainfield, IL, tornado in 1990.
Severe weather forecasters at AFGWC have often reported
a tendency for cells in the Central Plains producina predominantly positive CG flashes to be severe weather pr~ducers. A
significant correlation between the occurrence of severe weather
and elevated rates of positive CG flashes in Oklahoma and
Kansas was reported by Reap (1988). Furthermore, Reap found
that bou?dary la~er relative vorticity , moisture convergence,
and vertIcal motIon fields played a key role in determinin a
whether or not positive or negative CG flashes occurred. Curra~
and. Rust (1988) reported that cells in close proximity to a
~ryhne often displayed positive CG flashes , changing to negatIve flas?es once cells moved into richer boundary layer moisture regIOns .
This paper summarizes research accomplished using selected
severe storm data from 1991 and 1992. Examination of the
.1991 d.ata revealed flash rate trends similar to those reported
111 prevIous case studies. Flash polarities were examined durin a
the 1991 and 1992 seasons in an effort to develop a simpl~
technique for identifying the potential development of severe
weather from cells dominated by positive CG strikes.

Datafrom 264 tornadic thunderstorms east of the Continental
Divide were studied during the Spring 1991 severe weather
season. These storms were categorized according to the dominant polarity of their cloud-to-ground (CG) lightning as
detected by the National Lightning Detection Network. Positive
Strike Dominated (PSD) storms were found to occur mainly
west of the Mississippi River. Negative Strike Dominated (NSD)
storms, however, were found to occur without regional bias
across the Atlantic and Gulf coastal regions and the Plains.
Tim~. serie~ comparisons of five-minute flash rate and percent
pOSitIVe strike trends were accomplishedfor each tornado from
65 minutes prior to ten minutes after tornado touchdown. PSD
ce.lls displayed ~ w~ll-defined peak-lull-peak flash rate pulsing,
with the most sIgnificant amplitudes occurring during the 20
minute period prior to tornado report time. Flash polarity
tended to shift toward negative CG strikes at the time of initial
~ornado report. Both the flash rate pulsing and polarity shift
111 PSD tornadoes corroborate published case studies of similar
storms. NSD tornadic storms displayed similar flash rate pulsing with lower amplitudes than PSD cells. Also, the NSD storms
showed an increase in positive flash polarity immediately after
tornado occurrence.
Results from the time-series analysis of flash rates and percent positive CG strikesfor the tornadic storms prompted investigations of ways to use the lightning data as a severe weather
forecasting tool. A new technique for nowcasting these dangerous storms was developed and tested using lightning data and
the Military Weather Advisory (MWA) , a synoptic scale severe
weather forecast chart produced four times each day by forecasters at Air Force Global Weather Central (A FGWC). This
PSDIMWA technique relies on identification of PSD cells and
whether or not they are within a severe weather area on the
current MWA . Verification statistics were compiled for five
geographic regions east of the Continental Divide. Lightning
data and severe weather reports from 556 PSD cells were
compiled during portions of 1991 and 1992. Though geographic
variations in the statistics were noted, technique peiformance
in all regions was excellent. Overall statistics show a Probability of Detection of 91%, a False Alarm Ratio of 34%, and a
True Skill Statistic of .60. This technique takes some of the
uncertainty out of determining whether or not PSD cells will
be severe weather producers.

2. Lightning Characteristics of Tornadic
Thunderstorms

1. Introduction

a. Data collection

The reliable detection and dissemination of lightning data
from local and national networks provides weather forecasters
with a valuable tool for nowcasting severe convective storms
~nd preparing convective weather warnings . Real-time detectIOn of cloud-to-ground (CG) lightning provides the data needed

Tornado reports received in the Severe Weather Forecast
Section (Severe) at Air Force Global Weather Central
(AFGWC) from 18 April to I July 1991 were included in thi s
portion of the study. These reports consisted of Local Storm
Reports transmitted by National Weather Service (NWS )
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Table 1. Example showing raw data CG lightning flash rate conversion to a standardized time series flash rate. T = 0
(minutes) coincides with initial tornado report time.
RAW DATA:
STANDARDIZED DATA:

T-60
180

T-55
72

T-50
96

T-45
80

T

T+5

T+10

170
198
228
Divide each value by the storm's average (130) to calculate standardized value:
1.4
0.6
0.7
0.6
1.3
1.5
1.8

sources, plus those received from military observers. Invalid
reports were filtered out using the official NWS National Severe
Storms Forecast Center's severe storm report archive which
consists of those storms listed in the monthly Storm Data publication. Multiple reports from the same tornado were discarded
in favor of keeping the initial report. Tornado reports were
matched with available cloud-to-ground (CG) lightning data
from the National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN). The
design and performance of this network are summarized by
Orville et al. (1983), Kane (1991) and Cummins et al. (1992).
Data received at AFGWC allowed for the study of 264 of the
548 tornado reports during this period.
The following information was recorded for each tornado:
I) Tornado occurrence time.
2) Latitude and longitude of the initial report.
3) Maximum radar tops for the cell spawning the tornado
taken from the closest (time and proximity) radar report
to the tornadic thunderstorm. Reports were received at
AFGWC from National Weather Service and US Air
Force sites in teletype format. The transmitted radar data
included the azimuth and range of the highest cloud tops
used to estimate the top of the thunderstorm associated
with the reported tornado.
4) Lightning flash (LF) rates and the percentage of positive
strike (PPS) rates for the tornadic cell. Lightning strikes
from the tornadic cells were subjectively separated from
strikes from surrounding non-tornadic cells. Data were
recorded from NLDN graphic displays every five minutes
(with each five-minute trend automatically extrapolated
to an hourly rate by mUltiplying by 12) from 65 minutes
prior to 10 minutes after the initial tornado report time.
Thus, 75-minute trends in LF and PPS rates could be
compiled. Due to the wide variability ofLF and PPS rates
from storm to storm, these data were standardized to

Fig . 1. Locations of PSD thunderstorms producing tornadoes from
18 April to 1 July 1991.

AVERAGE
130
1.0

simplify storm comparisons. Table I provides an example
of how the standardization was accomplished, where T
is tornado report time.

b. Data analysis
The 264 tornadic storms were divided into three categories
based on flash rates and polarity trends:
1) Positive Strike Dominated (PSD) Storms. At least 30%

positive strikes for a minimum of eight of the fifteen
5-minute periods. For the purpose of this research, the
" dominance" of positive strikes was subjectively defined
as at least 30% since this was the approximate value when
the naked eye could discern clusters of positive CG strikes
occurring with greater frequency when plotted with negative strikes on the NLDN display for a particular cell.
2) Limited Data Storms. Less than 15 lightning strikes
reported during the entire 75-minute period.
3) Negative Strike Dominated (NSD) Storms . All other tornadoes not categorized as PSD or Limited Data Storms.
For the 264 storms studied on 35 days with reported tornadoes,
142 were NSD, 62 were PSD, and 60 were Limited Data Storms.
Only the NSD and PSD storms were examined to determine
lightning characteristics. Though the period studied included
the historic 26-27 April 1991 tornado outbreak across the central and eastern United States, tornadoes from this two-day
period account for only 64 of the 264 tornadoes studied. PSD
storms from this event totalled 37% of all PSD storms studied
with 29% of NSD storms occurring during this outbreak.
The geographic distributions of the PSD and NSD storms
are shown in Figs. I and 2, respectively. NSD storms were
widely distributed across the Gulf Coast and Central Plains
regions (Fig. 2), whereas PSD storms occurred primarily across
the less vertically saturated environs of the Central and Northern
Plains, with just one occurrence east of the Mississippi River

Fig.2. Same as Fig. 1, for NSD thunderstorms producing tornadoes.
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during the study period (Fig . I). Branick and Doswell (1992)
found that low precipitation supercell storms producing severe
weather on 13-14 March 1990 were characterized by a high
percentage of positive CG strikes, with most of these storms
occurring in the northern Central Plains region.
Storm characteristic comparisons were also accompli shed
for NSD tornadoes in the northern and southern regions (Fig. 3).
These regions were empirically defined to examine differences
between storms occurring in the vicinity of significant moi sture
sources (Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic Ocean coastal regions)
and those storms occurring in generally drier climates (north
of the dividing line) .

c. Results
Statistical comparisons of general tornadic thunderstorm
characteristics are presented in Table 2. PSD tornadic cells had
average radar echo tops approaching 50,000 feet with lower
LF rates than NSD cells. Splitting the NSD statistics into the
northern and southern regions revealed that northern NSD cases
had higher PPS rates, lower LF rates (similar to the PSD cells),
and lower echo tops.
Time series comparisons of five-minute LF and PPS rates
are presented in Figs. 4-8. PSD storms displayed a pronounced
peak-lull-peak characteristic at T -SO, T-20, and T = 0, respectively (Fig. 4). A similar pulsing trend was evident for NSD
storms at T-40, T-25 , and T=O, though not as well defined
due to lower amplitude pulsing (Fig. 4) . The rapid increase in
NSD and PSD cell flash rates just prior to tornado occurrence
compares favorably with the findings from numerous severe
thunderstorm studies including those by Reap and MacGorman
(1989), Turman and Tettelbach (1980), Williams et al. (1989),
Seimon (1993), Changnon (1992), Miller (1991), and Kane
(199 I).
The relationship between LF and PPS rates was examined
to note common or recurring signatures for each of the storm
types studied. For PSD storms, there was a similar peak-Iullpeak pattern in PPS as well as in the LF rate pattern (Fig . 5) .
Also of interest was the significant drop in percent positive
strikes after T- 10. This transition towards negative strike dominance has been documented for other severe weather cases by
Kane and Lapenta (1991), MacGorman and Burgess (1994) ,
and Seimon (1993). This PPS pattern is seen in Fig. 6 for NSD
storms from T-40 to T-IO, followed by a similar significant
drop in PPS for the ten minutes prior to tornado OCCLllTence
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Table 2. Statistics for reported tornadic thunderstorms
depicted in Figs. 1-3. Average (AVG) hourly LF and PPS
rates derived from averaging the five-minute rates
(extrapolated to one hour) for the 15 five-minute periods
studied for each tornado.
TORNADO STATISTICS
NSD
NSD
PSD
NSD
NORTH
SOUTH
NUMBER OF CASES
AVG Radar Tops
(hundreds of feet)
AVG Hourly LF Rate
AVG HOLlrly PPS Rate

62
490

142
457

70

262

58

9

92

50

449

472

187
12

401
7

time . The PPS patterns differed after tornado report time, with
significant increases for NSD storms (Fig. 6) and continued
decreases for PSD storms (Fig . 5).
Overall trends for NSD North storms (Fig. 7) revealed a
gradual increase in the LF rate approaching tornado report time,
and a decrease in the PPS rate from T -40 to T + 5. There was
a hint of a LF rate lull at T-25 . For the NSD South storms
(Fig . 8), LF rate trends showed minimal variability , while the
PPS rate was significantly variable, showing 4 peaks.

3. Identifying Severe Weather PSD Thunderstorms
a. Derivation of forecast technique
In the study previously summarized, PSD cells producing
tornadoes comprised 30% of the total storm sample with sufficient lightning strikes (omitting Limited Data Storms). Thus,
conclusive identification of a PSD cell can be considered a
significant meteorological signature. Kane and Lapenta (199 I) ,
Miller (1991 ), and Branick and Doswell (1992), were among
the first to consider the potential benefits of real-time lightning
data to help prepare severe weather nowcasts and warnings.
Forecasters with access to lightning data displays of flash polarity and statistical flash rate trends can apply these as discussed
earlier for PSD tornadic thunderstorms to help determine the
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Fig . 3. Same as Fig. 2, divided into northern and southern regions.

Fig.4. Time series of 62 PSD (solid) and 142 NSD (dashed) tornadic
thunderstorm standardized LF rates. Initial tornado report time is
at TIME = O.
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Fig. 7. Same as Fig . 4, for NSD North LF (solid) and PPS (dashed)
standardized rates.

Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 4, for NSD South LF (solid) and PPS (dashed)
standardized rates.

potential for similar cells to spawn tornadoes. Forecasters with
mesoscale weather warning responsibilities across synoptic
scale areas and forecasters without the benefit of statistical
displays of lightning data may find identification of specific
CG fl ash trends too time consuming or physically impossible.
Thus, an easy and quick nowcast technique was developed
and tested.
Severe weather forecasters at AFGWC produce a Military
Weather Advisory (MW A) four times each day (Fig. 9). This
synoptic sc ale foreca st outlines areas of expected severe
weather, similar to the convective outlook produced by the
NWS National Severe Storms Forecast Center. The MWA
severe weather categories used for this nowcast technique are

red (tornadoes) and blue (hail 2: 3/4 inches in diameter and!
or wind gusts> 50 kts) .
Military Weather Advisory forecasts and lightning flash data
are combined to determine if a particular PSD cell would have
a high probability of becoming a severe weather producer.
Since only a small percentage of all cells within a warning
area will produce severe weather, identifying the potentially
dangerous cells can greatly improve forecast accuracy. The
PSDIMW A Technique is described in the following rule
of thumb:
Using lightning detection data, if a thunderstorm cell can
be visually identified as being dominated by positive strikes,
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Two examples are presented to illustrate this technique .
Lightning flashes for the 26 April 1991 tornado at McConnell
Air Force Base, Kansas, are presented in Fig. 10. This event
occurred as part of the large outbreak during 26-27 April across
the Central Plains. Lightning strikes presented are from a 75minute period from 65 minutes prior to 10 minutes after the
reported tornado touched down at 2325 UTe. Note that virtually
all of the CO lightning strikes were positive as the cell entered
and traveled across Sedgewick County. This area was located
within a red (tornado) MWA area during the outbreak. Figure
II presents a different case, this time on 29 November 1991
in southwest Missouri where a tornado was first reported at
Springfield at 2350 UTe. Lightning strikes show a pronounced
transition from negative to positive polarity approximately 30
minutes prior to the time the tornado was first reported. This
region was within a blue MW A area at the time of the event,
and 40% of those CO flashes shown were positive.

b. Data col/ection

Fig. 9. Sample Military Weather Advisory (MWA) produced by
severe weather forecasters at Air Force Global Weather Central.

and if this cell is located within a current MW A redlblue
area, forecast red or blue weather at any locations of interest
in the path of the cell, or in the vicinity of the path of the cell.

A total of 556 PSD cells were identified during parts of two
spring seasons: I lun to 10 lui 1991 and 3 Mar to 12 May 1992.
For the purpose of this paper, locations of each PSD cell and
any accompanying red/blue reports east of the continental
divide were recorded, along with whether or not the cell occurred within current MW A red or blue areas. If both red and blue
reports were recorded for the same cell, then the blue reports
were discarded. Also, if MW A amendments were issued valid
for areas when PSD cells were recorded, then these amendments
were considered as the "current" MW A forecast.

c. Data analysis

It should be noted that to be considered a PSD cell for verification using this technique, the storms must have displayed an
average of at least 30% positive CO strikes for the hour prior
to the severe weather report. These visually identified PSD
cells meet the same criteria as those categorized as PSD mentioned earlier in the paper. If thunderstorm clusters contained
pockets of PSD lightning areas, the pockets were also considered as independent PSD cells.

Of the 556 PSD cells studied, 39% produced severe (red or
blue) weather. Statistics are presented in Table 3. The number
of PSD cells and severe weather PSD cells peaked during the
mid-season period with blue reports occurring most often during
this time. PSD cells spawning tornadoes occurred most often
in the early and late seasons.

National Lightning Detection Network

National Lightning Detection Network
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Fig. 10. CG flashes from 2220 to 2335 UTC 26 April 1991 . McConnell AFB , KS (lAB) tornado occurred at 2325 UTC. Pluses (+)
indicate positive flashes, squares indicate negative. Local county
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Table 3. Severe weather producing PSD thunderstorm statistics for the three spring periods studied and divided into the
two severe weather categories.
DATE
3 Mar-10 Apr 1992
11 Apr-12 May 1992
1 Jun-10 July 1991

TOTALS

PSD Severe Weather Producers
PSD OCCURRENCES
RED
174
226
156
556

17
11
17
41

BLUE

(10%)
(5%)
(11%)
(7%)

45
85
45
179

+ BLUE

RED

(26%)
(38%)
(29%)
(37%)

36%
43%
40%
39%

Table 4. Same as Table 3, but for severe weather producing PSD thunderstorms located within Red or Blue MWA
forecast areas.
PSD/MWA Severe Weather Producers
DATE
3 Mar-10 Apr 1992
11 Apr-12 May 1992
1 Jun-10 Jul1991

TOTALS

PSD/MWA
OCCURRENCES
87
120
93
300

Occurrences of PSD cells within valid MW A severe weather
areas are presented in Table 4. For the 300 PSD cells occUlTing
in MW A red/blue forecast areas, 66% produced severe weather.
This is an increase of 27 % when using the MW A areas as a
filter compared to the similar value in Table 3. Additionally ,
256 PSD cells occurred outside MW A areas with just 21 (8%)
of these cells producing severe weather. Tornadoes spawned
from PSD cell s within MW A severe areas were more frequent
during the late season period, while blue occurrences peaked
in mid-season.

2) Geographic distribution of PSD cells
Five regions were subjectively chosen to determine the geographic variability and accuracy of the PSDIMW A technique.
The regions were divided according to thunderstorm cell proximity to major moisture sources, mountains, and plains. Geographic regions and frequencies of occurrence are presented in
Fig. 12. PSD cells occurred most often in the central plains

RED
13
11
16
40

BLUE
43
77
39
159

(15%)
(9%)
(17%)
(13%)

+ BLUE

RED

(56%)
(64%)
(42%)
(53%)

71%
73%
59%
66%

(Region 3) and coastal regions of the Gulf of Mexico and
Atlantic Ocean (Region 5) . For the PSD cells recorded in
Region 5, all but a few occurred south of Virginia. Occurrences
peaked in the middle Spring for Region 3, while there was a
significant drop by late Spring in Region 5. Also of interest
was the increase in occurrences towards the late Spring period
in Regions 1 and 2, due to the northward shift of the polar
frontal boundary by early summer.
As mentioned earlier, Branick and Doswell (1992) found
elevated rates of positive CG flashes occurring in high vertical
wind shear/low precipitation thunderstorms. The high number
of PSD cells in the Central Plains (Region 3) compared to
occurrences in other regions tends to support this conclusion.
Regions where the atmosphere tends to be more vertically
saturated contained fewer occurrences of PSD cells as in
Regions 4 and 5 which are strongly influenced by Gulf of
Mexico and Atlantic Ocean moisture at all levels.

EARLY
SPRING

MID
SPRING

LATE
SPRING

3

8

13

24

2

7

13

43

63

3

71

117

66

254

4

24

37

16

77

5

69

51

18

138

TOTALS

174

226

156

556

REGION

TOTALS

Fig. 12. Geographic regions and observed occurrences of PSD thunderstorms. Occurrence totals are divided into the five regions and three
severe weather season periods.
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d. Verification statistics and results

Table 5. Verification statistics for the PSD/MWA
technique, separated into geographic regions depicted in
Fig. 12.

1) Statistics
Accuracy of the PSD/MW A technique was determined using
three statistics derived from the following contingency table:
SERVERE WEATHER OBSERVED?
PSD CELL
WITHIN
RED/BLUE
MWA AREA?

YES

NO

YES

a

b

NO

c

d

(a) Probability of Detection (POD) :
POD = [a/(a+c)] x 100
(b) False Alarm Ratio (FAR):
FAR = [b/(a + b)] x 100
(c) True Skill Statistic (TSS): Reflects accuracy of forecasts and non-forecasts of severe weather.
TSS = POD - Probability of False Detection
= [a/(a+c)]-[b/(b+d)]
TSS ranges from -I (perfect reverse skill) to + I (perfect skill). A value of 0 indicates no skill.
Statistics were calculated for each of five regions during the
three severe season periods to determine the geographic variability of the technique ' s accuracy.

2) Verification statistics
Table 5 presents a statistical summary for the combined
spring season totals . The average POD of 90.5% combined
with a relatively low FAR of 33.7% for all areas east of the
Continental Divide prove the value of this technique to severe
weather forecasters. Regions I, 3, and 4 had better than 90%
POD with the lowest FAR occurring in Region 4. Note that
the highest FAR occurred in Regions 2 and 5, coinciding with
the two lowest POD scores. Using the TSS as the overall judge
of technique performance, Regions I and 4 had the best results
with Region 5 the worst. The overall TSS of .60 and the POD
and FAR values described above for all regions combined
shows that even though there are variations, they are not significant enough to waITant ignoring the technique for a particular region.
Statistics for each period of the spring season are presented
in Tables 6 through 8. Statistics for Regions I and 2 were
omitted when less than IS occulTences were reported. A POD
of 100% OCCUlTed in Region 4 both in the early and late season
periods, yet the total POD for all regions was highest during
the mid-season. False Alarm Rates only approached 50% in
late season for Region 3, while minimizing at less than 20%
in Region 4 during the same period. The total FAR was also
highest during this period. The TSS drops below .50 only in
the late season .

4. Summary and Conclusions
Cloud-to-ground lightning flash characteristic trends for 264
tornadic thunderstorms were studied. Both PSD and NSD torn adic thunderstorms displayed common flash rate pulsing during
the hour prior to the time of the initial tornado report. Pul se
amplitude was greatest for PSD tornadoes, thus forecasters may
expect tornado occurrence from PSD cells displaying a rapid
tlash rate increase after an earlier peak and lull . Also similar
to earlier case studies of elevated positive CG lightning storms
was the polarity shift to negative CG tlashes starting approximately 10 minutes prior to tornado occurrence. Though the

VERIFICATION STATISTICS-SPRING TOTALS
REGION
POD
FAR
1
100
30.4
2
85.0
41.4
3
92.2
29.8
4
91 .7
29.0
5
86.8
39.5
TOTAL
90.5
33.7

TSS
.69
.57
.60
.75
.52
.60

Table 6. Same as Table 5, but for the Early Spring period.
VERIFICATION STATISTICS-EARLY SPRING
(3 MAR-10 APR 1992)
REGION
POD
FAR
TSS
1
2
3
87.0
25.0
.65
4
100
29.0
.90
92.0
5
46.0
.50
TOTAL
90.2
36.0
63

Table 7. Same as Table 5, but for the Mid Spring period.
VERIFICATION STATISTICS-MID SPRING
(11 APR-12 MAY 1992)
REGION
POD
FAR
TSS
1
2
93.7
3
20.3
.66
4
83.3
37.5
.59
5
95.0
29.6
.69
TOTAL
91.7
26.7
.67

Table 8. Same as Table 5, but for the Late Spring period.
VERIFICATION STATISTICS-LATE SPRING
(1 JUN-10 JUL 1991)
REGION
POD
FAR
TSS
1
2
89.5
34.6
.52
3
51 .2
95.2
.48
4
12.5
.89
100
5
55.6
37.5
.22
TOTAL
88.7
41.0
.48

majority of all thunderstorms were dominated by negative CG
strikes and these occur without regional bias, PSD thunderstorms were often produced in environments and regions ripe
for severe weather.
A simple technique for identifying potential severe weather
thunderstorms was derived for PSD storms using lightning tlash
data and synoptic scale severe weather forecasts . Verification
statistics showed excellent severe weather detection accuracy
with a relatively low overforecasting percentage for cell s dominated by positive strikes. The combination of the f'la sh rate
trends for a particular cell and its dominant CG flash polarity
can reveal much about the potential for that cell to produce
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severe weather. Additional in-house case studies accomplished
at AFGWC for the summer, fall, and winter seasons suggest
that the technique is reliable as a year-round forecasting tool.
This study explored a severe weather forecast technique primarily for PSD cells. Other CG lightning strike characteristics
(i.e., flash multiplicity and peak current) should also be explored
to find additional relationships which may lead to further development of forecasting techniques which can apply to NSD cells
as well.
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